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１．Introduction
This paper is concerned with how annual nominal income change is
divided between output change and the price（level）change. The con-
cept is phrased alternatively as the nominal income elasticities of out-
put（eo）and the price level（ep）, respectively, where eo＋ep＝１, as is
shown later on. Also, the elasticities of positive fraction corresponds to
the intermediate situations between the two cases Friedman（１９７０）
closed his macro models: quantity theory and income-expenditure the-
ory. eo＝０（eo＝１）represents quantity theory（income-expenditure
theory）. Here, one might be unable to fail to mention the concept of eo
and ep in Keynes（１９３６, chs.２０and２１）.
Later than Keynes（１９３６）and Friedman（１９７０）, Friedman（１９７４, p.
４５）, Nobay and Johnson（１９７７）, Laidler（１９９５）and Gordon（２００９）
drew attention to the division of nominal income change into changes
in output and the price level. Here it will be worth referring to a sen-
tence which is part of a personal letter from Friedman to Laidler, and
which is mentioned in Laidler（１９９５, p.３３８, note１６）:“... here is still no
satisfactory solution to ... how to predict the fraction of a change in
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nominal income that will take the form of a change in prices rather
than in output.”
In this paper we first formulate firms’optimal pricing policy and
then add some simple theory explaining growth of the economy to ar-
rive at, in a reasonably general setting, an equation describing ex-
planatory variables of eo and ep .
Then using the formula for eo , we estimate the coefficients for nine
countries. Those are: Chile, India, Korea, Malaysia, South Africa, Spain,
Thailand, Turkey, and Venezuela. Korea, South Africa, and Spain can-
not be viewed as‘developing countries,’but developing countries in
their initial stage often involve data problems. This is a main reason
for our choice of countries here. The ranges of estimation are from the
latter half of the２０th century to the early２１st century, but exact pe-
riods differ among the countries depending on the data availability.
The next Section２derives the equation for eo based on firms’be-
havior. Section３estimates eo’s for the above countries, and compares
the results among those countries. Section４concludes the paper.
２．Firm Behavior and Division of Nominal Income between
Output and Prices
Firms are assumed to make a two stage optimization regarding out-
put and the price level. Let us start with descriptions of variables and
concepts. Y represents nominal income, Q real GDP, and P the price
level. Then we have Y＝P・Q . Letting gz be an annual growth rate of
z, we at once find
gY＝gP＋gQ .
We now define eo as the elasticity of output regarding nominal in-
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come, and ep as the elasticity of the price level regarding nominal in-
come. Then we have
eo＝
ΔQ
ΔY
Y
Q＝
ΔQ ／Q
ΔY ／Y
where Δ is a difference operator. If we regard ΔYt＝Yt－Yt－１, where
subscript t refers to some year, then we have
eo＝
gQ
gP＋gQ＝
１
１＋
gP
gQ
, ep＝
gP
gP＋gQ 
Here one immediately finds eo＋ep＝１.
The rest of this paper, therefore, will pay attention on the determi-
nants of gQ and gP to look for on what variables eo will depend.
We will deal with nine（mainly）developing countries, using post-
war annual data; those are Chile, India, Korea, Malaysia, South Africa,
Spain, Thailand, Turkey, and Venezuela. Annual changes in eo of In-
dia and Turkey are shown in Figure１（some countries include eo’s
with abnormally high or low values, so these eo’s are not apt to be
shown; eo and ep are supposed to lie in the range,０＜－eo , ep＜－１）.
 The determinants of inflation rates
We start with the determinants of the growth of the price level gP
and next of total output gQ . In a similar way to Calvo（１９８３）, Rotem-
berg（１９９６）, and Gali and Gertler（１９９９）we consider a firm’s quad-
ratic cost function Ct＝C（s＞－t）, the cost being entailed in price
changes, of the following form, where t means the current year. The
firm minimizes the cost function regarding price pt in logarithm（i.e., pt
＝ lnPt）which it charges for its product facing a monopolistically com-
petitive market.１）
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Ct＝Et
∞
Σ
s＝t
δs－t［（ps－ps＊）２＋k（ps－ps－１）２］,
where the first squared term is the out-of-equilibrium cost incurred by
the firm because its actual price ps at time s does not equal equilib-
rium price ps＊.（See equation（３）below for the determinants of ps＊.）
The second squared term is the adjustment cost from period s―１ to s.
All the ps’s and ps＊ are measured in natural logarithms. Et is an expec-
tation operator at year t , where the random variables are future
prices with subscripts t＋j（j＞－１）. A constant k measures a relative
weight between the price adjustment cost and the out-of-equilibrium
cost in the firm’s cost calculation.δ, a constant, is a discount factor
１）As will become clear shortly, since the firm’s optimal price in year t , pt＊ does
not depend on pt, pt is a cost-minimizing short-term price, while pt＊ is a profit-
maximizing medium- or long-term price.
Figure１. eoin, eotu
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taking a value between zero and unity.
Since ps＊ does not depend on pt（Eq.（３））, the firm’s optimization can
be achieved when
 C１
 pt＝０＝Et［pt－pt
＊＋kδ｛（pt－pt－１）－（pt＋１－pt）｝］.
It is easy to see that the second-order condition is satisfied. Assuming
that the discount factor δ is close to unity, and writing gPt＝pt－pt－１,
so that EtgPt＋１＝Et（pt＋１－pt）, where, as before,‘g’stands for‘the
growth rate of,’the above relationship can be approximated by
pt－pt＊＋k（gPt－EtgPt＋１）＝０. 
We now assume that the ratio of the firm’s optimal price at period t
to the competitor’s price pct is equal to the log of firm’s marginal（pro-
duction）cost to its trend level, mct.２）Then, recalling that all the p’s
are the logs of the corresponding P’s , one can write this relationship
as
pt＊＝mct＋pct＋et 
et is an i.i.d.（independent and identically distributed）error term with
mean zero and a constant variance（i.e. white noise; this restriction
also applies to other error terms to appear in the following）, and
mct＝xt＋h（Qt） 
where xt is a log of the nominal wage level relative to its trend, and
h（Qt）, a function of output Qt, is a log of a reciprocal of marginal pro-
ductivity of labor relative to its trend level.（The assumption that the
２）See Gali and Gertler（１９９９, p.１９９et seq .）for similar assumptions: They con-
sider percentage deviations of firms’marginal cost from the steady state
value and of aggregate output from its natural level, both as determinants of
price inflation. See also Gali（２００８, e.g., p.１８）.
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firm is facing a monopolistically competitive product market might re-
quire that mct＝pt＊－pct－et be multiplied by ln（１―γ）whereγis a recip-
rocal of the price elasticity of product demand; however, as long as γ
remains a constant, ignoring this factor will not cause any problem.）
Also, we assume that h（Qt）will increase in the short-run when some
components of aggregate demand increase, because if they happen,
they will lead to temporary increases in output, which will result in in-
creases in the reciprocal of marginal productivity of labor（on assum-
ing the decreasing marginal productivity of labor in the short-run; i.e.,
h’（Qt）＞０）. In the case of technical progress, h（Qt）will decrease.
Now, substituting（３）and（４）into（２）and solving for gPt, we ob-
tain
gPt＝EtgPt＋１＋
１
k（pt
＊－pt）＝EtgPt＋１＋
１
k［xt＋h（Qt）＋p
c
t＋et－pt］.
When the above relationship is applied to the macro-economy, it
would be natural to suppose that the firm’s actual price is approxi-
mately equal to the competitors’prices, i.e. pt＝pct. Then the above
equation becomes
gPt＝EtgPt＋１＋
１
k［xt＋h（Q）＋et］,
where k is a positive constant. Changing the notation slightly such
that xt／k＝wt, h（Qt）／k＝lt, and et／k＝ut, the above relationship becomes
gPt＝EtgPt＋１＋wt＋lt＋ut 
where lt is a function of some aggregate demand components and／or
of the‘state of the technology’; the higher value of the former（latter）
will raise（lower）the price at least in the short-run.
In another paper where we deal with OECD countries, I used un-
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employment rates or their rates of change as determinants of wages.
But for the countries which are the subjects of this paper, unemploy-
ment rates are generally not available, so that in the following we use
‘business cycle factors’to represent the tightness of labor markets as
well as the speed of technical progress. Business cycle factors are rep-
resented as residuals of OLS regressions of ln（real GDP）on a con-
stant, a trend, and a（trend）２, where a trend is just the numbers of
years（for１９５５ it is１）. A positive residual implies that in those peri-
ods, business activity is more vibrant, labor markets are tighter, and／
or technical progress is faster than normal years.
Hence in Eq.（５）, we substitute ress, representing the residual of the
above regression for wt. Then attaching a coefficient on EtgPt＋１, ress,
and ls, Eq.（５）becomes
gPt＝a０＋a１EtgPt＋１＋a２ress＋a３ls＋vt, 
where subscript s implies either t（the current year）or t−j（j＞１）:
some past year; the following regression will show which subscript
best describes the actual economic process. vt is also a zero mean i.i.d.
error term.
 The determinants of output growth
We are next concerned with the determinants of output growth in
year t as a function of past and current macroeconomic variables.
Since the explanatory variables are mostly short-run determinants,
they mainly consist of demand factors as well as a supply factor.
As demand factors, we consider（a）current account surpluses（in
ratio form, exports／imports, written as em）,（b）the central govern-
ment’s budget deficits（in ratio form, expenditure／revenue, written as
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er）,（c）money supply（m１, m２, or mq ; m１ consists of cash in circula-
tion and demand deposits, m２＝m１＋time deposits, and mq is made up
of time deposits; mq is applied to Turkey only）,（d）business cycle fac-
tors, which are represented by surpluses of actual GDP over its trend
in real GDP. This surpluses might include technical progress（as well
as business intensity）which is faster than the average represented by
the trend. Interpreted in this way, positive surpluses can be a supply
factor giving rise to a surge in GDP.
The levels of those four factors would affect the output level by
way of its demand and supply sides; hence it would be their growth
rates that affect the growth of output（gQ）. If we write the annual
growth rate of er as ger , etc., then the output growth would be writ-
ten as
gQt＝b１geis＋b２gers＋b３gmis＋b４ress＋μt, 
where μt is an i.i.d. error term with a zero mean. The first g implies
as before‘the growth rate of.’In the case of res , it explains gQt better
than gres , except for Venezuela, probably because res implies diver-
gence of Qt from its trend. i in gmis is one of１,２, or q . A subscript s in
（７）implies either t（the current year）or t−j（j＞１）.３）
Substituting the determinants of gP and gQ ,（６）and（７）, into the
definition of eo（１）and then linearizing the resulting expression, we
have an equation for eo as a function of explanatory variables, which
is to be estimated in the next section:
eot＝c０＋c１geis＋c２gems＋c３gmis＋c４ress＋c５gPe,t＋１＋εt 
３）An explanatory variable ls in（５）is actually a vector, or a subset, of（gers gems
gmis gtfs）.
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where gPe,t＋１≡EtgPt＋１, which is an expected inflation rate for year t＋１
formed at year t . ck（k＝０ through５）are the parameters to be esti-
mated. Also, εt is a zero mean i.i.d. error term.
Before moving on to the next section, we shall discuss expectation
formation on inflation gPe,t＋１. The rational expectations hypothesis im-
plies
gPt＋１＝gPe,t＋１＋λt＋１, 	
where gPt＋１ is the actual inflation rate, λt＋１ is an i.i.d. error term with
mean zero, and the two terms on the right-hand side are not corre-
lated（i.e., cov（gPe,t＋１, λt＋１）＝０）. See, e.g., Lovel（１９８６）. Substituting
gPe,t＋１ from（９）into（８）yields
eot＝f（s＜－t）＋c５（gPt＋１－λt＋１）＋εt （９’）
where f（s＜－t）is the first six terms on the right-hand side of（８）. If
the OLS is applied to the above, the resulting estimates are not consis-
tent because gPt＋１ and λt＋１ are correlated in view of（９）. Hence we
need to estimate gPt＋１ in（９）by the instrumental variable method. Ac-
tually, however, since people cannot know gPt＋１ in period t , we re-
gress gPt on past two gPt’s, and shift it one period ahead to regard it
as gPe,t＋１ Instruments were then chosen to be gPt－１ and gPt－２. These
instruments yielded a higher adjusted coefficient of determination and
better LM statistics（for residual autocorrelation）than other cases
where the number of lagged gP’s is reduced or extra gP’s are added.４）
The estimated expected inflation rate in t＋１, gPe,t＋１, was then used in
（９’）in place of gPt＋１, and we next estimated（９）.５），６） In the next sec-
４）We also tried estimation using, as instruments, lagged values of gP’s as well
as gm . Those extra instruments, however, yielded lower adjusted coefficients
of determination and／or worse LM statistics.
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tion, gPe,t＋１ is written as gpe（１）.
３．Estimation of eo ’s for Nine Countries
We shall deal with the nine countries in the alphabetical order. The
annual data were drawn from International Financial Statistics , Interna-
tional Monetary Fund,１９７９,１９９３,２００３, and２００８. The first country is
Chile. In（１０）the first row is the dependent and independent vari-
ables. The second row is estimated coefficients, and the third row
shows p -values（significance levels for the t-distribution）. Each estima-
tion includes a constant, but it is not shown. In the Chilean and South
African cases only, the business cycle factor is not significant even at
the１０％ level. The figures in the following parentheses are the period
of estimation and effective observation number:
（１９６５―２００７;４３）
eo gei（―１） ger（―１） gm２（―１） gpe（１） res du
－０．４９４ －０．８２２ －０．１０３ －０．９７１ ０．３７８ １７．８９５ 

（０．０３５）（０．０２６）（０．０２２）（０．００４）（０．２９８）（０．０００）
r２＝０．９９５, ser＝０．１８４, eo＝０．２２３, DW＝１．３７５, BGLM＝０．２０６.
Here r２ is the adjusted coefficient of determination, ser is the regres-
sion standard error, figures in parentheses are p -values, eo is the sam-
ple mean. DW is the Durbin-Watson ratio, BGLM is a p -value for
Breush-Godfrey’s serial correlation LM test, with the null being that
５）This means that we use the two-stage least squares method.
６）Alternatively, using another definition of rational expectations, gPet＋１＝
Et＋１（gPt＋１｜It）, where It is the information available at t , one may regard the
estimated value of the above autoregression as gPe,t＋１ and proceed in the
same way as in the text. See Maddala（２００１）, pp.４１９―４２２.
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there is no serial correlation. The dummy variable takes１ in１９８２
（when eo＝１７．６９１; normally eo is expected to fall within０＜－eo＜－１）; in
other years du＝０. When computing eo , we exclude the year with a
dummy variable. In the Chilean case the first three factors, enhancing
demand, raise inflation relative to output growth（see the second
equation contained in Eq.（１））. gm２ is the growth rate m２consisting of
time deposits as well as cash and demand deposits.
For India, the estimation turned out as
（１９５８―２００６;４９）
eo gei ger gm１（－１） gpe（１） res du
－０．４６３ －０．３４５ －０．６３０ －０．００６ １．５９７ －０．８９１ 
（０．００２）（０．０４３）（０．０７９）（０．８８４）（０．０３９）（０．０００）
r２＝０．８６８, ser＝０．１２３, eo＝０．４００, DW＝１．８６５, BGLM＝０．６８２.
Dummy du takes１ in１９５８,１９６５, and１９７９, when eo＝－０．５２２, －０．７１８,
and －０．４５８, respectively.
In India’s case, money supply m１（excluding time deposits）pro-
vides better results. The main difference between Chile and India is
that in the latter, the business cycle factor raises eo significantly.
The third country we deal with is Korea. It was estimated as
（１９５７―２００７;５１）
eo gei（－１） ger（－１）gm２（－１） gpe（１） res du
－０．１７８ ０．２１６ －０．１７６ －３．４８５ ３．５０１ ４．１２０ 
（０．０１３）（０．０４９）（０．０７０）（０．０００）（０．０００）（０．０００）
r２＝０．９７１, ser＝０．１００, eo＝０．４９４, DW＝１．５１２, BGLM＝０．１４９.
Dummy du takes１ only in１９９８, when eo＝４．２７８. An interesting
feature of this country is that larger growth of government deficits
raises eo（i.e. raises output growth relative to inflation）.
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We now turn to Malaysia, which we estimated as
（１９５８―２００７;５０）
eo gei（－１） gm２（－１） gpe（０） res du
－０．２４３ －０．８７６ －６．５９３ １．５０６ －１４．８８８ 
（０．５６７）（０．０９６）（０．０８３）（０．０４１）（０．０００）
r２＝０．９８３, ser＝０．２８２, eo＝０．６３７, DW＝１．８９６, BGLM＝０．９２６.
Malaysia’s data from IMF Financial Statistics have the government
expenditures／revenues ratio only for １９６１ through １９９９, and the
growth rate of this ratio（ger）did not turned out significant, hence we
deleted ger from the estimation. Only in Malaysia, the estimated infla-
tion rate on the current year which was regressed over past two
years appears as a（barely significant）expected inflation variable, tak-
ing a correct sign. For this country, the dummy takes１ in１９５７ and
１９９８（other years being zero）, where eo in １９５７ is －１．３９４, while
１９９８’s is －１４．３２２.
We are next concerned with South Africa, which yields
（１９５８―２００６;４９）
eo gei ger gm２（－１） gpe（１） res du ar（１）
－０．４２０－０．３３５－０．５３７－３．６５３ ０．７９６ ０．２１９ ０．５６７ 
（０．０００）（０．１５３）（０．０１５）（０．０００）（０．１２１）（０．０５３）（０．０００）
r２＝０．８３８, ser＝０．１１１, eo＝０．２９９, DW＝２．０３７, BGLM＝０．１５５; the
above estimation assumes that the errors follow a first-order autore-
gressive process, but without ar（１）, DW＝１．２７０, and BGLM＝０．０３０,
which obviously shows that serial correlation occurs in error terms.
Dummy du takes１ in１９６３only, when eo＝１．０８０.
For this country, we find that growth of trade deficits and of money
supply m２ affects inflation positively, and those growth affects real
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growth negatively, in a significant way.
Spain’s eo can be explained mainly by inflation expectation, money
supply, and the business cycle factors, as follows:
（１９６４―１９９８;３５）
eo gei ger gm１ gpe（１） res du ar（１）
－０．０２３－０．５５９ ０．７４７ －３．５１５ ０．９７７ －０．４８８ ０．４４３ 
（０．８８０）（０．１８０）（０．０２４）（０．０００）（０．０３８）（０．０００）（０．０１７）
r２＝０．８４０, ser＝０．０８５, eo＝０．３４９, DW＝２．０４３, BGLM＝０．６８３; when
ar（１）is absent, DW＝１．１２２, and BGLM＝０．０６０, showing that one can-
not exclude the possibility of serial correlation. Here money supply is
measured by m１. Du takes１ in two years,１９５９, and１９９３, where eo’s
are －０．４９４ in１９５９, and －０．３６６ in１９９３. It is interesting to note that
this is the only one country that the growth of monetary aggregate
enhances the real output growth relative to inflation.
Thailand’s estimation yielded:
（１９５７―２００４;４８）
eo gei（－１） ger（－１）gm２（－１） gpe（１） res du
－０．０３ ０．２９６ －０．４５７ －４．０３４ ３．１３５ ３．４６９ 
（０．０７５）（０．３８２）（０．００２）（０．０１９）（０．００６）（０．０３０）
r２＝０．６８６, ser＝０．４９５, eo＝０．６７３, DW＝２．０４３, BGLM＝０．７７９. The
dummy takes１ only in１９６１, when eo＝１．０１６. Money suppy and the
business cycle factor make for the two elasticities in different direc-
tions; money raises inflation but business upswings（relative aggre-
gate demand increases）raise output growth rather than inflation. In
estimating res and eo we used the White heteroscedasticity-consistent
covariance matirix because without it, the p -value of White herosce-
dasticity test（the null being no heteroscedasticity）＝０．０００.
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Although Turkey’s estimation period is relatively short, it yielded
nice results:
（１９７０―１９９５;２６）
eo gei（－１） ger（－１） gmq gpe（１） res（－１） ar（１）
－０．０９３ －０．９３２ －０．０３９ －０．２９６ －０．９３２ ０．６０９ 
（０．０１４）（０．０４８）（０．０１５）（０．００１）（０．００９）（０．００１）
r２＝０．８３９, ser＝０．０４８, eo＝０．１３５, DW＝１．８４５, BGLM＝０．３８５.
In Turkey’s case, the monetary aggregate is measured by quasi-
money, so that it does not include cash in circulation and demand de-
posits. The estimation of it does not need a dummy variable.
All the demand factors, which are the first three explanatory vari-
ables as well as inflation expectation and business cycle factors make
for larger inflation relative to larger output growth.（Without ar（１）,
DW＝０．９７７.）
We finally turn to Venezuela, which yielded
（１９５８―２００６;４９）
eo gei（－１） ger（－１） gm２ gpe（１） gres du ar（１）
－１．５４２－３．７８９ ２．３３０ －３．５９４－０．１７０１１．６４１ ０．３７９ 
（０．０４１）（０．０１６）（０．２９１）（０．３３１）（０．００４）（０．０００）（０．０３２）
r２＝０．６９４, ser＝１．７０, eo＝０．３２２, DW＝１．９０５, BGLM＝０．１２１. Dummy
du takes１ for three years,１９５９,１９６０, and１９８３, whose eo’s are２．０１７,
９．２７７,２０．４００, respectively. Only in this country, changes in business
cycle factors affect real growth relative to inflation negatively（i.e.
faster cyclical upturns［increases in gres］enhances inflation relative
to output growth.）
Table１exhibits the coefficients of explanatory variables except for
du and ar（１）because these two do not have much economic meaning.
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°（＊, ＊＊）attached to the coefficients mean they are significant at the
１０（５,１）％ level, respectively. Those without any signs are insignifi-
cant at the１０％ level. See notes to the table for further descriptions.
The first point one notes is that among the significant coefficients,
increases in growth of exports／imports, government expenditures／
revenues, and money supply all raise inflation rather than real growth
rates. This is reflected by the fact that nine country-averages of eo , eo,
that excludes the years with dummies is０．３８４, while the correspond-
ing ep , ep , is０．６１６. In other words, prices are much more responsive
to outside demand factors than outputs are.
Next point to note is that in five countries out of seven, business cy-
cle factors（deviations of output from its trend）is growth-promoting
rather than inflation-raising; the exceptions are Turkey and Venezuela,
and also note that in Venezuela, it is higher growth of the business cy-
cle factor that lowers real output growth（raises inflation）.
Table１. Regression Coefficients
gei ger gmi gpe（１） res
Chile －０．４９５＊ －０．８２２＊ －０．１０３ －０．９７１＊＊ ０．３７８
India －０．４６３＊＊ －０．３４５＊ －０．６３０° －１２．１５８＊＊ １．５９７＊
Korea －０．１７８＊ ０．２１６＊ －０．１７６° －３．４８５＊＊ ３．５０１＊＊
Malaysia －０．２４３ ―― －０．８７６° －６．５９３° １．５０６＊
South Africa －０．４２０＊＊ －０．３３５ －０．５３７＊ －３．６５３＊＊ ０．７９６
Spain －０．０２３ －０．５５９ ０．７４７＊ －３．５１５＊＊ ０．９７７＊
Thailand －０．０３０° ０．２９６ －０．４５７＊＊ －４．０３４＊＊ ３．１３５＊＊
Turkey －０．０９３＊ －０．１４５＊ －０．０３９＊ －０．２９６＊＊ －０．９３２＊＊
Venezuela －１．５４１＊ －３．７８９＊ ２．３２０ －３．５９４ －０．１７０＊＊
Notes:１）The first three variables may have one year lags. See the above individ-
ual examinations.２）The concepts‘money’are not the same across coun-
tries. See also the above individual cases.３）For Malaysia, ger is dropped be-
cause of the lack of data.
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Finally and incidentally, the order correlations between eo and gQ ,
which is written as orcor（eo , gQ）, where gQ is a sample average of
growth rate of each country, and between ep and gP , written, as orcor
（ep , gP）are orcor（eo , gQ）＝０．６３３and orcor（ep , gP）＝０．７６７.７）
４．Conclusions
Starting with two stage optimization of firms, we derived nominal
income elasticities of output and the price level（eo and ep ; eo＋ep＝
１）, and then estimated eo for nine（mainly）developing countries. The
results are summarized in Table１. It will be convenient to further
look into the table.
The all of seven significant coefficients of gei are negative, implying
that increasing growth of exports／imports ratios reduce output
growth relative to inflation（or it increases inflation relative to output
growth; see the first relation in Eq.（１））. The five（out of six）signifi-
cant coefficients of ger are also negative（the exception is Korea）
which means that larger growth of government expenditures／reve-
nues ratios tend to decrease output growth relative to inflation.
Further, seven（out of eight） significant coefficients of money
growth are negative（the exception is Spain）, so that larger gmi made
for larger inflation relative to output. In other words, increases in the
growth of the above three demand elements are inflationary rather
than real growth promoting.
７）The orders of（eo , ep , gQ , gP）among the nine countries（Chile, India, Korea,
Malaysia, South Africa, Spain, Thailand, Turkey, Venezuela）are, respec-
tively,（７,３,２,１,６,５,８,９,４）, with１ taking the highest value,（３,７,８,９,４,５,
２,１,６）,（７,５,１,２,９,６,３,４,８）, and（１,８,５,９,７,６,３,２,４）.
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On the other hand, larger business cycle factors, which mean the
larger gaps between real output and its trend, are helpful for output
growth compared to inflation, in five（out of seven）significant coeffi-
cients（the exceptions are Turkey and Venezuela; note that in Vene-
zuela, the negative sign appears on the growth of res）.
The clear contrast between the signs on the first three variables
and those of the last variable seems quite interesting and would merit
further analysis and attempts at economic interpretations. Positive
signs of res might largely reflect supply factors, such as larger em-
ployment and faster technical progress, because the first three vari-
ables obviously have demand-side characters.
List of symbols
Y : nominal income.
Q : real income（output）.
P : price level（GDP deflator）.
eo : nominal income elasticity of output; dlnQ ／dlnY .
ep : the same elasticity of the price level; dlnP ／dlnY .
eo : sample mean of eo of each country, excluding years with dummy
variables. ep , gP , and gQ may be defined in similar manners, but gP
and gQ include all the sampled years.
gei : growth rate of the exports／imports ratio.
ger : growth rate of government expenditures／revenues.
gmi : growth rate of money supply mi , where m１ consists of cash and
demand deposits, m２of m１＋time deposits, and mq of time deposits.
mq is used for Turkey only）.
gpe（１）: expected inflation rate at year t for inflation in t＋１.
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res :‘business cycle factor,’which is a residual in a regression of lnQ
on a constant, a trend and a（trend）２, where a trend is the numbers
of years, with１９５５＝１, and２００７＝５３.
du : dummy variable attached to years when eo takes abnormal values;
normal values lie largely in region ０＜－eo＜－１.
BGLM : p -value（signififance level）in the Breush-Godfrey Lagrange-
multiplier test, with the null of no serial correlation.
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Summary
Estimating the‘Missing Equations’for Some Developing
Countries
Masanori AMANO
This paper concerns the‘missing equations’ of nine countries
mainly chosen from developing areas. The missing equations were
originally named by Friedman（１９７０）and refer to the equations that
close the two macro models he discussed there; i.e., in the quantity
theory it is‘total output＝given,’while in the keynesian income-ex-
penditure model it is‘the price level＝given.’Here, however, we will
associate with it the equation describing the proportion of output
change in nominal income change. In other words, we apply the equa-
tion to intetmediate cases between the quantity theory and incom-ex-
penditure theory. We derive the equation from firms’optimizing be-
havior and inquire what factors are the determinants of the equations
for nine（mainly）developing countries.
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